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Well-being is a key indicator of social progress and is used internationally for policy formation and economic development. Doctoral researchers are strategic contributors to the knowledge and innovation led economy and their well-being throughout the doctorate therefore warrants attention. This research intensive university carried out the first well-being study of doctoral researchers using a clinically approved methodology (Impact Analysis) in 2009. Five years later the exercise was repeated to identify any changes.

With 1248 respondents to the 2014 survey (~40% response rate), overall well-being scores remained satisfactory, yet levels of stress and frustration related to research, as well as career uncertainty, had increased compared to the earlier study. Well-being was also lower for women and for later stage doctoral researchers. Recommendations emerged to enhance doctoral well-being and contribute to both the research experience and institutional development.
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Introduction

Well-being is a key indicator of social progress and is now used to inform development of services by the public sector, industry and governments (ONS, 2015; OECD 2016). Socio economic changes since 2008 have had negative effects on life satisfaction, stress, and anxiety and the OECD considers measuring well-being and progress a key priority (OECD, 2016). Interest in employee well-being is rising (CIPD, 2016), in line with growing awareness that work can impact negatively on employees and that there are increasing costs to state and employers associated with impaired physical and mental health in the working population (DWP 2016).

In higher education (HE) institutions, functional outcomes are traditionally used as indicators of progress. HEFCE (2016, p27) analysis of impact case studies confirms that UK higher education research has ‘benefits to the economy, society, culture, public policy and services, health, the environment and quality of life, in the UK and overseas’. Total knowledge exchange income into HE in England in 2013-14 has increased 62 per cent in 10 years. Full-time postgraduate research entrants are estimated to have increased by almost 50 per cent in 10 years HEFCE (2016, p28). National Completion rates within 7 years are improving, and were predicted by HEFCE (2013) to be 72.9% of the 11545 doctoral starters in 2010/11. However, these positive functional indicators do not tell the whole story. For example, in the UK there have been serious incidents, including suicides, hitting the headlines, and universities nationally are increasing support systems for well-being (UUK 2015) and holding events to promote well-being (e.g. UKCGE, 2015). Despite this research intensive university (RIU) achieving good functional indicators, anecdote and experience of working with researchers indicate that some needs are not being met. As key players in the knowledge
and innovation led economy (Etzkowitz, 2008; Walsh et al., 2015) the well-being of doctoral researchers is worthy of study for the new insights it might offer.

**Relevant factors in the HE research environment**

Previous studies have shown that the research world is afflicted by potential threats to well-being of developmental and career uncertainty and changing contexts and communities in Higher Education (HE). Both factors are explored in the following sections.

**Developmental and Career Uncertainty**

Doctoral researchers generally begin their doctorates with little experience of the research world or its inherent uncertainties. Baxter Magolda (1999, 53) found that understanding identity and recognising uncertainty are only developed in the final stage of the development of learning, a stage not usually reached at undergraduate level. This suggests that doctoral researchers encounter new levels of uncertainty just as they begin their research careers. In a changing HE environment, doctoral students are uncertain about their futures, facing likely ‘multiple careers’ (Pritchard, MacKenzie and Cusack 2009, 29) and noting changes to academic career opportunities (The Royal Society, 2010 and 2014: McAlpine, 2014 and McAlpine et al., 2015). A study by El-Ghoroury et al (2012) showed that over 70% of graduate student participants reported at least one stressor that interfered with their functioning including uncertainty, and added to this, researchers are trained to be critical and so tend to underestimate their own abilities (Kearns et al., 2008).
Very low percentages of doctoral researchers become permanent research staff or reach professorial status (The Royal Society, 2010). Doctoral students often change their minds about future careers, believing that academic careers would not support a work life balance and note a lack of academic posts (Hakala, 2009; Mason, Goulden and Frasch, 2009). Women also leave science and engineering disciplines more than men at transitions from undergraduate study through postgraduate research (Gibbs, et al., 2014; Hancock, 2015).

*Changing Contexts and Communities in HE*

The pace of change in the HE environment, and policy change in particular, is described as ‘relentless’ by the Chair of the UKCGE (Deem, 2016) and has been increasingly discussed (Barnett, 2000; Metcalfe, 2006; Rowland, 2006; Leisyte and Dee, 2012 and Walsh et al., 2015). The role of the supervisor continues to be significant to researcher experience (Lee, 2008; Mainard et al., 2009). However, researchers often do not report Supervision as a cause for concern; for example in PRES nationally researchers were satisfied with Supervision, whilst the Research Culture domain scored lowest both in 2008 and 2015 (HEA, 2008 and Turner, 2015). HE Sector organisations have long been recommending improvements to the research community to improve researcher experience (UUK, 2009; QAA, 2013a and b). This is highlighted in much previous research (Juniper et al., 2012; Walsh, et al., 2013; Hargreaves, 2014). A study by Pyhältö, Stubb and Lonka (2009, 228) found that discontent with the learning environment correlated with ‘stress, exhaustion and anxiety’ in doctoral researchers. Gardner (2009) found that doctoral researchers tended to blame Faculty and departmental and institutional culture for leaving their programmes, while academics tended to place responsibility on the researchers. To reduce stress and isolation, academic, peer and family support and good rapport with doctoral advisors was
recommended for doctoral degree completion (Jairam and Kahl, 2012). Jawitz (2015) suggested initiatives for development activities for researchers entering academic careers which create opportunities for individuals to learn from within communities of practice. Hancock and Walsh (2014) also highlighted the importance of assisting doctoral researchers to develop their professional identity in a flexible way in response to uncertainty and to changes in their environment which may otherwise lead to stress.

**Evaluating Well-being**

Given both the complexity of the threats discussed above and the importance of the study population, re-evaluation of the well-being of the doctoral researchers in this RIU was considered justified. Well-being is a multi-faceted and subjective construct (Juniper, 2010). Definitions of well-being vary concerning: quality of work life, psychological well-being, job satisfaction, engagement at work as well as stress, anxiety and depression (Juniper 2010). We defined well-being to be ‘that part of a researcher’s overall well-being that is primarily influenced by their PhD position and which can be influenced by university-based interventions’ (Juniper et al, 2012, 565). As this study looks at the overall well-being of researchers it does not solely assess stress. Studies which focus on areas such as stress use different evaluation scales e.g. the Job Demands Resources Model (Schaufeli and Bakker, 2004) or Conservation of Resources Theory (Hobfoll, 1989).

The RIU in this study carried out the first well-being study of its kind in 2009 and repeated it after 5 years. The same clinically approved methodology, Impact Analysis (IA) (Juniper, Guyatt, and Jaeschke 1996; Juniper, et. al., 2012), was used on both occasions. The overall aim of IA is to uncover problematic areas and use this
knowledge to form recommendations of what can be changed at the institutional level. To this end, a bespoke well-being assessment instrument was developed and deployed to consider the core academic context, environment and elements of well-being related to being a doctoral researcher with domains and questions devised by and for the doctoral researchers at the RIU.

**Objectives**

The aims of the 2009 study were to assess whether the well-being assessment instrument we devised demonstrated good content validity and internal reliability and to assess whether it offered new insights into the experiences of early-career researchers and how better to support them. The challenges and the changing contexts of HE described above have made the study of well-being even more pertinent since 2009 and the authors decided to repeat the study 5 years later. The particular objectives in 2014 were to re-evaluate researcher well-being, identifying changes compared to 2009, and to consider these changes in the current HE context, thereby forming recommendations of how to contribute to the research student experience and enhance institutional development of support mechanisms. This paper offers insights from our understanding of the doctoral experience at this RIU which may be of value to those at other institutions engaged in supporting researchers.

**Method**

This study applies the methodological framework of IA (not a factor analysis), and is based on previous models of ‘Quality of Life in General’ (Felce and Perry, 1995),
‘Health Related Quality of Life’ (Schipper, Clinch and Olweny, 1996), and ‘Employee Wellbeing’ (Danna and Griffin, 1999). Impact Analysis considers the subjective interpretation of the event by the survey participants, which is most relevant for well-being, rather than the event itself. Drawing upon Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith et al., 1999), this approach sets out with no hypothesis and uses no existing scales. Instead it identifies from the study population what they find bothersome in order to formulate the questionnaire.

The operational statement of doctoral researcher well-being used here is adapted from clinical practice (Juniper, 2005, 194) to be ‘that part of a researcher’s overall well-being that is primarily influenced by their PhD position and which can be influenced by university-based interventions’ (Juniper et al., 2012, 565). Consistent with the IA approach, this definition places researchers’ subjective perceptions central to enquiry, and variables are those that an academic institution may modify.

For the first evaluation in 2009, ethical approval was gained and a list of relevant ‘items’ (factors affecting well-being) was developed via semi-structured interviews with students and focus groups. Piloting and direct feedback led to minor modifications. The resulting questionnaire based upon these items reflected only areas of well-being important to doctoral researchers. For each item in the questionnaire, respondents were asked to score how important it was to their overall-well-being on a five-point Likert scale (1 = ‘not at all important and bothersome’ to 5 = ‘extremely important and bothersome’). Three overall experience questions were included at the end of the questionnaire (and used Likert scales 1 = ‘strongly agree’ to 5 = ‘strongly disagree’). Supporting content validity, respondents were asked to contribute comments
on any additional well-being experience in free text options. Juniper et al. (2012) give full description of the design of the instrument. Seven domains (or sub-scales) and 58 items were devised, the scale was shown to be reliable and the questionnaire had construct validity as explained by Juniper et al. (2012). The instrument is directional, considering aspects of the PhD position that can impact well-being, rather than how the well-being of researchers can impact their research studies.

Having again gained ethical approval in 2014, the Graduate School and Graduate Students’ Union were consulted on possible additional questions to reflect current interests, resulting in nine additional items (available on request). The previous 7 domains and 58 items were retained to allow a direct comparison, as were the three questions relating to overall experience (Figure 1). The study population consisted of doctoral researchers from a Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), Medicine and Business research-intensive, UK university. Distribution of the questionnaire was via e-mail shots to doctoral researchers at the institution, followed by e-mail adverts from the Graduate School and the Graduate Students’ Union, to reach all levels of researcher.

The 2009 data shown here in results is from study spreadsheets or is as reported in Juniper et al. (2012). Each domain was examined for internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (α)) (Tables 1 and 2). Acceptable values for α are greater than 0.7 (Rick et al., 2001). Non-parametric statistics (as detailed in results section) were used for analysis because the data was based on Likert scale responses and thus considered ordinal, in addition to violating normality assumptions.
IA uses mean values which show the *impact* as the product of *frequency* (number of people) and *importance* (Likert rating of item) (Juniper *et al.* 2012). The strength of this approach is that it selects items important to the majority of the study population and those that may be very important to a smaller proportion. In this paper, whilst the IA means remain central to the method, showing the most important domains and allowing comparison to the 2009 study, the authors also chose to drill down into the data concerning the most bothersome items and reveal percentages of researchers finding any item ‘very’ or ‘extremely’ ‘important or bothersome’ (Table 4). Apparently low mean values could lead to a lack of recognition of the need for change, whereas reporting relatively large percentages of respondents being very or extremely bothered by certain items may more effectively highlight where action is needed. Where percentages were used, to facilitate statistical analysis, Likert scales 2 and 3 (‘a bit’ and ‘moderately important and bothersome’) were merged into ‘2’ and 4 and 5 (‘very’ and ‘extremely important and bothersome’) were merged into ‘3’.

**Results**

**Overall results**

Of the 2014 doctoral population, 1248 complete assessments were returned, 40% (RIU Registry data). The proportion of respondents from different Faculties, Nationality Group, Stage and Campus reflected the population attending the institution well (data available on request). Women were slightly over represented in both studies compared to population at the RIU (Table 3).
Overall well-being levels were satisfactory (as 2 stands for ‘a bit’ and 3 ‘moderately’ ‘bothered and important’), with the highest domain mean impact score 2.42 (Table 1) and the highest item 2.84 (Table 4) and consistent with 2009. General experience of the institution is positive and most (71% of respondents; data not shown) were positive about their overall experience. Mann Whitney U-tests revealed no significant differences between the years on the three overall experience questions (all p > .05; Figure 1).

Figure 1. Doctoral researchers show satisfaction with their overall experience (1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly disagree).

However three main points emerge: i) scores indicate a decline in well-being compared to 2009; ii) gender differences are found in all domains and iii) well-being scores decline with the stage of the doctorate.

**Well-being 2009 compared to 2014**

The domains are in the same order of importance, and the *Research* and *Health and Home* domain scores are statistically higher (worse) than the other domains as in the 2009 study. However, scores are higher than the 2009 study.
Table 1 Domain titles, description and impact scores 2014 and 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mean well-being Score (SD)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>the experience of carrying out research</td>
<td>2.13 (.89)</td>
<td>2.42 (.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Home</td>
<td>Issues to do with health and home life</td>
<td>2.07 (.86)</td>
<td>2.41 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>opportunities for development</td>
<td>1.85 (.69)</td>
<td>2.14 (.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>relationships at university</td>
<td>1.85 (.82)</td>
<td>2.09 (.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>wider issues of the University</td>
<td>1.82 (.75)</td>
<td>2.04 (.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision</td>
<td>the supervisor</td>
<td>1.75 (.87)</td>
<td>1.97 (1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>provision of university facilities</td>
<td>1.72 (.77)</td>
<td>1.95 (.87)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: higher score signifies greater negative impact of factor, 
(1 = not important, 5 = extremely important)  
* Indicate significant differences after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Mann-Whitney U-Tests were conducted to investigate group differences for the 7 domains, using a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level (α = .007). Scores were higher in 2014 compared to 2009 for all domains (all p<.001).

Within-groups analysis using Friedman’s ANOVA revealed significant differences between domains for both the 2009 cohort ($\chi^2(7) = 656.90$, p < .001) and the 2014 cohort ($\chi^2(7) = 821.27$, p < .001). Wilcoxon’s signed-rank tests were used to follow up the main effect. Pairwise comparisons were conducted between the top two domains (Research and Health and Home) and all other domains. In both cohorts, scores were similar in the Research and Health and Home domains, and both domain scores were significantly higher than all other domains (all p < .001).
Table 2 PhD Domains – Internal reliability and data distribution 2014 and 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Items per Domain 2009</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha 2009</th>
<th>Items per Domain 2014</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research (RES)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Home (HH)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development (DVP)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social (SOC)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University (UNI)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision (SUP)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities (FAC)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Gender split in study populations and years of study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Study 2009</th>
<th>Actual 2009</th>
<th>Study 2014</th>
<th>Actual 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to 2009, similar items are found to be in the top 10 as most important and bothersome (Table 4). Their impact has become greater and a higher percentage of researchers are reporting being very or extremely bothered. Almost all items registered as significantly more important in 2014 compared to 2009.
Table 4: Top 10 items 2009 and 2014, ranked according to 2014 impact scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Well-being top 10 most important and bothersome items</th>
<th>Means Impact Scores (SD)</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>% very or extremely bothersome</th>
<th>p value $\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Experiencing high levels of stress because of your research? HH</td>
<td>2.56 (1.32) 2.84 (1.35)</td>
<td>&lt;.001 *</td>
<td>25.6% 32.7%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Feeling frustrated/demotivated by your results and apparent lack of progress? RES</td>
<td>2.70 (1.30) 2.81 (1.34)</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>30.6% 32.8%</td>
<td>0.2505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Being unclear about the next stage of your career after your PhD? DVP</td>
<td>2.37 (1.21) 2.73 (1.28)</td>
<td>&lt;.001 *</td>
<td>19.6% 26.5%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lacking confidence in your ability to conduct research to the necessary standard? RES</td>
<td>2.33 (1.21) 2.61 (1.24)</td>
<td>&lt;.001 *</td>
<td>19.5% 25.4%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Having a high workload that impacts on your private life? HH</td>
<td>2.27 (1.29) 2.59 (1.34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001 *</td>
<td>20.7% 25.3%</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Feeling disappointed in your own abilities as an academic researcher? RES</td>
<td>2.16 (1.23) 2.59 (1.34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001 *</td>
<td>17.1% 26.2%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Experiencing a persistent low mood because of your research? HH</td>
<td>2.19 (1.23) 2.56 (1.37)</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
<td>17.0% 27.9%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Making unreasonably high demands of yourself in the name of research? HH</td>
<td>2.24 (1.28) 2.55 (1.28)</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
<td>19.1% 24.3%</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Feeling constantly tired and run-down because of your workload? HH</td>
<td>2.17 (1.23) 2.55 (1.31)</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
<td>17.1% 25.2%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Being unclear about the required standard of work for your thesis? DVP</td>
<td>2.16 (1.19) 2.55 (1.23)</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
<td>17.1% 24%</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Indicate significant differences after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Item score differences between groups were assessed with Mann-Whitney U-tests, and the proportion of respondents rating the item as either very or extremely bothersome was compared using Chi-square tests.

Of the top ten items in Table 4, eight fall in the Research and Health and Home domains. The Supervision domain did not rank highly nor did Supervision items rank in the worst 10 items (Tables 1 and 4).

**Well-being declines depending on gender and stage of the doctorate.**

Well-being was significantly worse for women and those in the writing up stage of the doctorate. Comparisons are presented here for the top two domains top two domains for impact which were Research and Health and Home (Tables 5 and 6).
Table 5 Research and Health and Home domain impact scores of male and female respondents from 2009 and 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Mean (SD) domain scores 2009</th>
<th>Mean (SD) domain scores 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males (n=628)</td>
<td>Female (n=574)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2.02 (.85)</td>
<td>2.24 (.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Home</td>
<td>1.96 (.83)</td>
<td>2.19 (.92)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mann-Whitney U-tests showed significant differences between males and females for all domains, apart from Social and University for both years and for Facilities in 2014 (data available on request).

Table 6. Domain scores at early and late stages of the PhD programme in 2009 and 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Mean (SD) domain scores 2009</th>
<th>Mean (SD) domain scores 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early stage (n=513)</td>
<td>Writing-up (n=142)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>1.96 (.87)</td>
<td>2.23 (.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Home</td>
<td>1.87 (.84)</td>
<td>2.37 (.89)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * indicate significant differences after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

1 Institutional reporting changes resulted in shorter early stage in 2014, leading to lower n value.

In 2014 there were significant differences between stages for all domains, barring Social; in 2009 there were significant differences between all domains, barring University (data available on request).
Discussion

Overall

Overall well-being levels were satisfactory. However, although 71% of respondents were positive about their overall experience, other changes gave cause for concern.

Both top two domain scores (Research and Health and Home) were higher (worse) than the other domains, and scores were significantly higher for all domains than in the 2009 study. The impact of each of the top 10 most important and bothersome items has become greater and a higher percentage of researchers are reporting being very or extremely bothered by them than in 2009. Viewed as a whole, these results indicate that well-being has declined since 2009.

When evaluating the importance of these changes, we need to consider the extent to which external factors may have contributed to them. Increased awareness, changes in HE and the economic environment may play roles in increased reporting of well-being issues.

Well-being, mental health and stress issues are now discussed more openly on national media and there is increased acknowledgement of their importance both nationally and internationally (UUK, 2015; UKCGE, 2015; OECD, 2016); raised awareness may have contributed to increased reporting in surveys. Findings may also be consistent with national and international well-being levels which have not yet recovered since the economic downturn (Beardsmore and Randal, 2015).
Even though this RIU achieves good employment rate statistics with graduates having a very good chance of finding a professional job within six months of leaving university (THE 2016), researchers may still have been affected by economic concerns and apprehensive about their prospects, reflected in the item *Uncertainty about Career*. Doctoral Researchers may be aware of departmental changes, including restructuring (Hakala, 2009; Mason, Goulden and Frasch, 2009 and McAlpine *et al.*, 2015) which they may perceive lessen their opportunities for academic employment. Uncertainty arising from their stage of intellectual development (Baxter Magolda, 1999), a lack of clarity of career options (Pritchard, MacKenzie and Cusack, 2009) and as an inherent ingredient of research will ensure that doctoral research is challenging and a certain amount of frustration, stress and low mood may be inevitable.

The HE context and staff situation may also impact on researchers’ well-being. Kinman and Wray’s 2013 study reported worsened well-being in HE staff compared to 2008 in most of the ‘Health and Safety Executive stressor categories’. Changes to national funding for HE can make staff within organisations more competitive with each other (Leisyte and Dee, 2012) and all levels of management, academic and support staff may perceive less secure futures. At the time of the 2014 study, the ‘Research Excellence Framework’ (REF, 2014) was being carried out; academic and support staff frequently bear significant workloads, particularly when undergoing Quality Assurance measures, and their stress is often transmitted to those around them. Increasing performativity (Deem, Hillyard and Reed, 2007), for example with the introduction of further indicators such as the ‘Teaching Excellence Framework’, may make increased stress likely.
Interestingly, and despite the addition in 2014 of items relating to supervision and current concerns, the *Supervision* domain did not rank highly nor did *Supervision* items rank in the worst 10 items. This is consistent with Juniper *et al.* (2012) and the PRES report (Turner, 2015), where supervision is amongst the most satisfactory. Doctoral students may tend to be overly self-critical (Kearns *et al.*, 2008) and their loyalty to their supervisor is high so they may blame themselves, not considering that their supervisor may be able to alleviate stress and frustration. The supervisor may not be aware of issues affecting researchers’ well-being (Gardner, 2009), so despite being the first and most trusted point of call for the researcher (Hargreaves, 2014) they may not be aware that they may be able to give needed support or know how to do so. It is also possible that researchers may not voice concerns to avoid possible damage to their future academic or career prospects; Cotterall (2013) refers to a ‘culture of silence’ which prevents change.

**Differences in gender and stage of the doctorate**

The results showed that well-being is lower in women and later stage PhDs. Gender issues are well documented nationally and internationally, women report lower satisfaction and leave science and engineering disciplines (Gibbs *et al.*, 2014; Hancock, 2015; Turner, 2015). Women doctoral students’ issues are discussed further in the next two sections. Writing up students, will usually face increased time and/or financial pressures, as funding may cease or perhaps they are forced to take on employment. These pressures may become more pronounced as researchers’ progress through their roles and in the HE environment. Kinman and Wray’s study shows that 72.8% of those working in HE agree or strongly agree that their job is stressful with 39% experiencing unacceptable levels of stress always or often (2013). Hughes and Tight (2013) referred
to the doctorate as ‘multi-faceted and complex’. Researchers’ support systems will change as they progress, as people leave and join their research environment, and they may be working increasingly in isolation, all factors known to increase stress (Ülkü-Steiner, Kurtz-Costes and Kinlaw 2000; Jairam and Kahl, 2012; Jawitz 2015).

During their doctorates, researchers may also have noticed aspects of life in academia, including staff work-life balance, which do not fit with their initial interests in research careers (The Royal Society, 2010). Late stage researchers are often not clear of their professional identity, nor have they necessarily decided on or applied for their next role (Mason, Goulden and Frasch, 2009; Hancock and Walsh, 2014). All these factors above will contribute to the increase in Career Uncertainty in particular and lowering of well-being in general as the doctorate progresses (Tables 1, 4-6).

In spite of external factors and the inherently troubling aspects of doing research, we feel that the findings of worsening well-being warrant attention. Arguably these findings add depth of insight to recent RIU and national PRES results (Turner, 2015) which highlight the need to better develop research communities, and should not be ignored.
**Future work and limitations**

This study is based on a sample of STEM, Medicine and Business doctoral researchers from one RIU, and as such it is not necessarily generalisable to PhD researchers at other institutions in other disciplines. Less than 10% of PhD researchers at this RIU are part time, so differences between part time and full time status were not captured in the survey. Well-being has changed over time amongst researchers at the RIU, however, the study did not evaluate well-being in the same sample of doctoral researchers.

Typically women complete surveys more than men (Turner, 2015; Couper et al., 2007). Consistent with this, women were slightly over represented (as they were in 2009), at 43% in this study compared to 35% at the institution, a factor which affects results. Table 3 shows that there is a lower percentage of women completing the survey in 2014 than 2009, hence the decreased well-being in domains is not attributed to this. Taking into consideration different gender reporting tendencies, there is an important gender difference as well as increased reporting of worsened well-being in both genders since 2009 which warrants investigation. Further analysis using, for example, breakdown of gender, stage and department combined with qualitative research will help to clarify the issues.

**Recommendations**

The final objective of this study was to gain insight to allow well-founded recommendations to contribute to the well-being of doctoral researchers. Impact Analysis considering highest scores, show that the *Research* and *Health and Home* domains scored worse for well-being and therefore interventions that can impact the
domains and items with the highest scores are recommended.

Four main recommendations have emerged: enhance integrated support for doctoral students, in particular for female doctoral students; improve support for later stage doctoral researchers; further develop the training and understanding of well-being for all staff who engage with doctoral students; improve signposting of support to all (staff and students).

*Enhance integrated support for doctoral students, in particular for female doctoral students*

Support systems have grown in most institutions over the years, and there is much existing high quality support for staff and students. A more integrated and networked approach to support would facilitate awareness and use of the support systems (Juniper *et al.* 2012; Hargreaves, 2014; McCulloch and Loeser, 2016). The postgraduate research community and culture should be developed to support all stakeholders, e.g. support and academic staff, supervisors, post docs, as well as doctoral students. Researchers who feel part of a community will have greater awareness of expectations, opportunities and support structures (formal and informal). The support of an enhanced research community and culture would allow for flexible provision and assist underrepresented and female doctoral students, as well as those suffering lowered well-being to reach their goals.

*Improve support for later stage doctoral researchers*

Whilst specific late stage support is available at HE institutions, it may be an appropriate time to take stock. In light of the results of this study, late stage provision
should be enhanced and better integrated with other services. Effective dissemination of the evidence and outcomes of this research may help to counter a certain degree of complacency that may arise from the commonly held view that the middle of the doctorate is the most stressful stage.

*Further develop the training and understanding of well-being for all staff who engage with doctoral students. In particular, note the feelings of frustration, low mood and having to deal with uncertainty.*

Enhanced cross departmental and integrated training of all staff and supervisors who work with doctoral students in discussing expectations, the recognition of stress and awareness of university support provision and services would facilitate signposting and improve researchers’ well-being (Gardener, 2009; Jawitz, 2015).

Courses on managing uncertainty, motivation, resilience and stress should be better integrated and cross referenced in development programmes for both researchers and staff. Incorporation of data from research would enhance relevance. Adequate support and training for all staff to assist in acknowledgement and management of often stressful workloads would facilitate more positive internal and external collaboration. Increased collaborative working, with all staff and alumni could create a supportive working climate and establish a less pressured culture for students to navigate the entire research experience (e.g. co-delivered workshops, cohort working, acknowledgement of stressors and discussion of support provision and reflective practice).

*Improve signposting of support to all (staff and students)*

Full use of targeted and mixed methods of advertising and sharing information
(including verbal and visual signposting online and at key events and activities) on training, communities, support systems and representation opportunities would help to signpost. Improved communities and training would raise awareness in staff and students via word of mouth. Clear and up-to-date contact information regarding well-being, stress and mental health support is crucial, as many are not aware at the necessary time of who to contact, whether within departments or university wide.

Finally, we recommend that future national studies, such as PRES, incorporate further relevant questions regarding well-being. Future analysis involving comparisons of gender and stage, including qualitative analysis, may provide further insights to specific groups of researchers.

**Conclusion**

This report considered a comparison of results with an earlier study using a new method to evaluate well-being in doctoral researchers. This evaluation tool allows institutions to identify areas that require development. The report noted particular aspects of research life which impact most negatively on the well-being of doctoral researchers and ended with recommendations to enhance their well-being.

Overall well-being scores were found to be satisfactory. However, levels of stress and frustration related to research, as well as career uncertainty, had all increased over the five years since the previous study. Of particular concern were the lower reported well-being levels of women and late stage researchers.
Doctoral researchers are strategic players in the knowledge and innovation led economy, therefore greater attention should be paid to low levels of well-being amongst them. Of course, some lowered well-being may be ‘normal’ for research, but that must not dampen or frustrate efforts to tackle it in new, integrated and creative ways. Researchers deserve better support throughout their doctorates and underrepresented groups may need more focused guidance. Enhanced research and HE communities would result in researchers who are more aware of the support available to them, access development opportunities more readily and are able in turn to contribute to sustaining the relevance of services they access. Evidence from this study assists this RIU in responding more successfully to the needs of its research communities, to benefit both researchers and the institution and can inform other institutions in the sector.
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